1984 buick electra

Be sure and use the inside scrollbar, NOT the one on the far right of your screen, otherwise you
will miss a lot of pictures of this car. This beautifulBuick only has 18k original miles, and has
been a southern CA. It still has it's original CA blue plates and was a one-owner garage kept car.
This virgin car has won numerous car show awards and get's so much attention when it rarely
leaves the climate controlled garage. The third generation Park Avenues were, as far as I'm
concerened the very best looking body for the Park Aves and just as confortable if not more so
than a Fleetwood Broughamof this era. These Park Avenues have become nearly impossible to
find in this kind of shape. These cars were very popular with upper level executives when these
were new since they had the luxury of a Cadillac but without the stigma. This body was made
from and unfortunetly lost it's heft with the major downsize and restyling of the FWD model. No
more driving your living room down the road. There is no price set here, so don't ask. This
beautifulBuickwill bring what it brings, and the bidders will be able to enjoy a game free auction.
You are entering an enforceable contract when you bid and win an auction. Balance is to be
paid and theBuick picked up within 7 days of auction end. Shipping is the responsibility of the
buyer. I will work with the winning bidder on pickup time as long as it is agreed upon by both
parties. This doesn't change the payment terms for this auction. If a bidder has excessive
negative feedback I will delete their bids and block bidder from this auction. If your bidding
score is a zero, I welcome your bid but ask that you contact me before bidding. As with just
about any used vehicle on ebay, thisBuick is being sold as is, with no warranties expressed or
implied. ThisLeSabre runs and looks great and I have described it to the best of my abilities.
The verbiage in this auction reflects my honest opinion of the car but should not be construed
as a guarantee and nothing takes the place of a personal inspection before bidding. ONLY 18k
miles! Bid with confidence, win with high expectations! Thanks for your interest. Robert Reed
From the Fleetofcads Collection. Other Buick classic cars for sale. The Spirit of American Style
Skip to main content. Initial body styles available were the two-door coupe, two-door
convertible, and the four-door sedan. Some models featured the " demarcation, which was a
nod to the car's original overall length: inches. The first engine was a cubic-inch 6.
Manufacturers were keeping their options open with the Electra. The four-door model was a nod
to the family needing extra space, while the optional bucket seats for the convertible courted
the racing aficionado. Style was a major attribute of this ride; the concave grille and steering
wheel spokes alluded to innovation. Extra storage in the center console made for a convenient
ride that made use of what was usually dead space in coupes. The first generation of Buick
Electras was introduced in to The transmission was an automatic two-speed. The second
generation spanned to and lost the distinctive fins. Transmission choices now included an
automatic two-speed or three-speed. Third generation vehicles were built between and The
three-speed automatic was the standard and engines varied between the , , and cubic-inch V8s.
Between and , the fourth generation Electra used the C-body platform and featured either a
cubic-inch 5. Length variations ranged from A fifth generation brought new changes between
and ; most notably, the two-door hardtop was out. The sixth generation lasted from to
Rear-wheel drive had been abandoned in favor of front wheel drive capabilities. The length of
the vehicle fell below inches. Stepping away from the sporty look and going after the business
and luxury markets, General Motors offered Park Avenue and Limited trim levels. While the fifth
generation Electra enjoyed resurgence in popularity due to its more manageable sizes, the last
group of cars gave an unabashed nod to the options-conscious car buyer. Versatility also saw
the addition of a cubic-inch diesel V8 engine, which sought the business of the diesel-loyal
consumer. Not very big on awards and honorable mentions, the Buick Electra nevertheless
excelled at setting up the Park Avenue model for a prolonged run that began in and lasted until
in the United States. In China, the Park Avenue is still going strong. It is interesting to note that
the U. Buick Estate station wagon was also called the Electra Estate, which was outfitted with
an Olds diesel engine. General Motors looked to the full-size Buick Electra to pick up where the
Roadmaster and Super left off. View more. Emissions Air bypass valve Emissions Controls.
This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We weren't able to find any results within the
criteria you specified, but we did find similar listings for you:. Find used car trade in, resell,
certified pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other
factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Buick
Electra. Buick Electra Year Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of
your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From
Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission
Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done.
Drag map to chose location. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered
by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision
time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have

JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. It's a good older car that gets about the same MPG as a
modern pick-up and is much nicer to drive on long trips with the added panache of the ancient
body style plus it fits my large and bulky body. You'll always be able to find your car in the
parking lot! Pros: Wonderful seating front and rear because of the additional wheelbase of the
Park Ave. Lightly loaded, it gets almost 22MPG on today's gasoline freeway speeds and handles
well for it's size with the addition of a large B-body rear sway bar and the SW size brakes. It has
a wonderful carrying capacity with the self leveling rear suspension and the "Concert Sound"
option is pretty good for a stock system. The previous owners had the sealed beam headlamps
wired so both go on as high beams instead of just the inside pair. Cons: Like many others, this
model year was subject to a sagging headliner. The body leaked on the passenger side until I
found the cause: the factory vent plugged in the air box and sent water onto the passenger side
floor. The vinyl covered roof makes for a quiet ride but won't last as long as paint. The Buick
system for securing the wire hub caps isn't as good as Oldsmobile"s so they squeak and
require removal and adjustment at least once a year. The Buick intermittent WS wiper system
parks the arms between swipes so it's a noisy system compared to Chevy and Olds though it
seems to be reliable. The low fluid alert light for the washer cracks me up. I wish they'd put a
better quality carpet in these cars. CarGurus has 9 nationwide Electra listings and the tools to
find you a great deal. Took effort to churn tires on tar. The tie rod on my specific car was far out
of alignment, so it handled like crap, pulled to the right hard. Brakes were excellent, good as the
day it left the showroom or back lot l. Car was pretty tough, it hit a truck before I bought it.
Running belt squealed like a stuck pig. Gas mileage must have been horrendous IDK, didn't
keep track. All V8s are somewhat fun to drive, but this was the most boring one I've driven.
Pros: Bring your whole 8 person family! Take a hit without ruining your trip. Very reliable and
strong motor. The car survived quite an impact with only cosmetic damage. You could have
thrown bricks at this car all day and only put minor scratches on her. Very comfortable too.
However it seemed like the car was to heavy for a 5. Great Old Car!!!!!! The car is very large but
gets around great. Pros: very comfortable, descent gas mileage for an old V8, solid
construstion. Cons: hard to maneuver when reversing at times due to size, electrical system
seems to have a few gremlins. Read More. ITS a great car. Very reliable for it's age. I've done in
it. The seating is comfortable yet durable. I feel like it just wont die. It is a nice cruiser. People
get freaked out It was 21 years old when I got my hands on it and it had been sitting in the street
for about 6 years without moving. The acceleration was decent and the braking was ok. It had a
few dents in it but n This is a very traditional American sedan. It is a big, slow, sloppy handling
living room on wheels. Torquey but slow revving 3. However, the dealer never bothered to reach
out to me from my ad response, and never returned my call when I wanted to learn more about
the car. Very poor! Slow Boat with red flames painted across the nose wallows in the corners
sucks gas and is slower than a geo however the thing works decent as a tra
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ctor around the yard and is very comfortable on l Have you driven a Buick Electra? Rank This
Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Buick Electra reviews reviews. GuyNewport writes:. Primary
Use: Family transportation Pros: Wonderful seating front and rear because of the additional
wheelbase of the Park Ave. Is this helpful? Yes No. Kenneth writes:. Cons: Big, slow, ugly,
squeaks alot. Andrew writes:. Cons: poor mpg but she was carb'd. Reviews From Other Years.
Read all Buick Electra reviews. Read all 4 Buick Electra reviews. Cars compared to Buick
Electra. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Compare Buick Electra to Related Models. Select
Year Yes No Looking for a Used Electra in your area? Cons: Big, slow, ugly, squeaks alot 0 of 4
people found this review helpful. Pros: very comfortable, descent gas mileage for an old V8,
solid construstion Cons: hard to maneuver when reversing at times due to size, electrical
system seems to have a few gremlins 3 of 4 people found this review helpful.

